Infor EnRoute Mapping

Rapidly dispatch responders
Law, fire/EMS, and ambulance agencies must be able
to respond to emergencies immediately and rapidly
dispatch responders. To get your responders to
incident locations as quickly and safely as possible—
and prepared with the right situational information and
necessary resources—you need a computer-aided
dispatch (CAD) solution with easy-to-use, integrated
mapping and routing capabilities.

Win the race against time
For over 20 years, Infor™ has provided emergency
response agencies with fast, comprehensive, and
reliable CAD systems to give you the tools you need to
respond quicker and be better prepared. With Infor
EnRoute Mapping, you can take advantage of
unmatched reliability, the latest automatic vehicle
location (AVL) and geographic information system (GIS)
technologies, the newest CAD features, and scalable
technology (using Microsoft® .NET and SQL Server®) to
meet your evolving needs. You get the lowest total
cost of ownership in the industry, with no compromises.
Win the race against time® with Infor EnRoute Mapping.

Improve call response times
With Infor EnRoute Mapping, your law, fire/EMS, and
ambulance groups can improve call response times
and disseminate critical information accurately and
quickly to help better protect your citizens and
responders. You’ll maximize response performance
and safety and be better able to:
Dispatch responders quickly
• Improve response times by adjusting routing
recommendations with turn-by-turn text directions
based on factors such as street closures
and construction.

With Infor EnRoute Mapping, you’ll
have an easy-to-use and scalable
solution that helps your emergency
agencies dispatch resources faster
and keeps them better informed to
help better protect your citizens
and responders.

• Easily identify addresses simply by clicking on a
location or drawing a radius around a point, and
then making a selection from a street-segment list.
You can center the map on an address, location, or
current incident.
• Quickly dispatch responders by selecting the
incident location on the map.

Quickly get critical information to responders
• Upon assignment of a unit to an incident, send
updated incident and unit information to all
map stations.
• Easily access documents and links to information
critical to the safety of citizens and responders, such
as building plans, campus layouts, landmarks, and
state sex offenders. Access diagrams of major
facilities that show ingress, egress, and navigation
information, as well as hazmat material locations.

Stay informed of ongoing incidents in real time
• View multiple layers of information from law
enforcement, fire/EMS, and private ambulance
zones, such as hydrant layers and alarm
response data.

• Decrease information overload by focusing on and
tracking units in secondary windows, easily switching
focus between maps as needed.
• Automatically update map displays with call activities
entered in the field by responders, such as traffic stops
and street closures.

Dispatch resources faster
With Infor EnRoute Mapping, you’ll have an easy-to-use
and scalable solution that helps your emergency agencies
dispatch resources faster and keeps them better informed
to help better protect your citizens and responders.

• View incidents and runs as icons that represent the
type of call (such as burglary, house fire, heart attack,
and accident), with units colorized to match the status
colors on dispatchers’ unit status or activity screens.
Use standard icons for areas such as hospitals and
hazard locations, as well adding your own userdefined icons.

With Infor EnRoute Mapping, you can:

Learn from historical data

• Facilitate access to critical information and quickly
disseminate it to responders.

• Define, display, save, and play back previous
movements of units or time spans for historical review.
• Visually review prior activity information, such as call
areas and specific units, to analyze potential hot spots,
such as high crime areas and dangerous intersections.

• Route and track multiple activities and units
simultaneously with real-time data and agency- and
area-specific information.
• Use visual representations to help expedite dispatch
and field personnel response times.

• Quickly make adjustments for enhanced strategic
allocation of resources.
• Review historical information to improve performance.
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About Infor.
Infor is the world's third-largest supplier of enterprise applications and services, helping more than 70,000 large and
mid-size companies improve operations and drive growth across numerous industry sectors. To learn more about Infor,
please visit www.infor.com.
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